Novel surgical strategy for complicated pulmonary stenosis using haemodynamic analysis based on a virtual operation with numerical flow analysis.
A novel surgical strategy using haemodynamic analyses based on virtual operations with computational simulations has been introduced for complicated pulmonary stenosis. We evaluated the efficacy of this strategy. Six patients were enrolled. Before surgery, the optimal pulmonary arteries were constructed based on computational fluid dynamics using 3-dimensional computed tomography. Energy loss (EL, mW) and wall shear stress (WSS, Pa) were calculated. We compared the shapes of preoperative and optimal pulmonary arteries to determine the surgical strategy, including the incision line and the shape of the patch (virtual surgery). EL and WSS were compared between virtual and actual surgeries using flow analysis. In both the virtual and actual surgeries, postoperative EL tended to be lower than the preoperative EL, although there were no significant differences (P = 0.12 and P = 0.17, respectively). The mean WSS in the virtual surgery was significantly reduced from 112 ± 130 Pa to 25 ± 24 Pa (P = 0.028). After the actual surgery, the mean WSS was also significantly reduced to 30 ± 23 Pa (P = 0.047). There were no significant differences in the values for EL and WSS before and after surgery or between virtual and actual surgery (P = 0.94 and P = 0.85, respectively). Pulmonary artery plasty, using computational fluid dynamics based on virtual surgery, is an efficient surgical strategy. This novel strategy can easily and successfully provide an optimal pulmonary artery plasty equivalent to that using the conventional approach, which is based on the surgeon's personal experience and judgement.